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The IRS’ High Income Nonfiler Campaign 

• On February 19, 2020, the IRS announced that high income non-filers 
should expect a visit from enforcement personnel.  “High income” 
was defined as taxpayers receiving income in excess of $100,000 
during a tax year. 

https://www.irs.gov/about-irs/how-the-irs-prioritizes-compliance-work-
on-high-income-non-filers-through-national-and-international-efforts

https://www.irs.gov/about-irs/how-the-irs-prioritizes-compliance-work-on-high-income-non-filers-through-national-and-international-efforts


IRS Strategies 

• The IRS will visit more taxpayers who have not filed tax returns for 
prior years, and increase its use of “data analytics, research, and new 
compliance strategies.”
• These strategies include: 

• Increasing the identification of and case creation for individual and business 
nonfilers; 
• Using the Automated Substitute for Return program for taxpayers who have 
not filed tax returns but for whom third-party reporting indicates a significant 
income tax liability; and 
• Using the Delinquent Return Refund Hold program, which systemically holds 
an individual taxpayer’s income tax refund when their account has at least one 
unfiled tax return within a five-year period.



Rationale for Focus on High-Income Nonfilers

• On May 29, 2020, the Treasury Inspector General For Tax 
Administration (“TIGTA”) issued a report entitled, High-Income 
Nonfilers Owing Billions of Dollars Are Not Being Worked by the 
Internal Revenue Service

• TIGTA’s report examined the gross Tax Gap, which is the estimated 
difference between the amount of tax that taxpayers should pay and 
the amount paid voluntarily and on time. TIGTA found that the 
average annual gross Tax Gap is estimated to be $441 billion for Tax 
Years 2011 through 2013, and approximately $39 billion (9 percent) 
is due to nonfilers, taxpayers who do not timely file a required tax 
return and timely pay the tax 
due for such delinquent returns. 



Rationale for Focus on High-Income Nonfilers

• For tax years 2014-2016, TIGTA found that there were 879,415 high 
income nonfilers known to the IRS, with an estimated tax due of 
$45.7 billion. 
• The IRS did not work 369,180 of these cases, leaving an estimated 

$20.8 billion in taxes uncollected. 
• TIGTA found that the remaining 510,235 high-income nonfilers, owing 

an estimated $24.9 billion in taxes, were in collection inventory 
streams but unlikely to be pursued because of a lack of IRS resources.



Lookback Period for Delinquent 
Taxpayers



Statute of Limitations 

• There is no statute of limitations for assessment where a return has not been 
filed.  I.R.C. 6501(c).
• The statute of limitations for assessment is not triggered by the IRS’s assessment 

of tax based on an I.R.C. 6020(b) substitute for return.  IRM 25.6.1.9.4.5.  

.
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IRS’s 6-Year Policy on Delinquent Returns

• IRS Policy Statement 5-133, Delinquent returns—enforcement of filing 
requirements (IRM 1.2.1.6.18  “Normally, application of the above criteria 
will result in enforcement of delinquency procedures for not more than six 
(6) years. Enforcement beyond such period will not be undertaken without 
prior managerial approval. Also, if delinquency procedures are not to be 
enforced for the full six year period of delinquency, prior managerial 
approval must be secured.”

• Factors to be taken into account include, but are not limited to: prior 
history of noncompliance, existence of income from illegal sources, effect 
upon voluntary compliance, anticipated revenue, and collectibility, in 
relation to the time and effort required to determine tax due. 
Consideration will also be given any special circumstances existing in the 
case of a particular taxpayer, class of taxpayer, or industry, which may be 
peculiar to the class of tax involved.



Preparing Delinquent Returns



Preparing the Returns

• Collect wage and income transcripts 
• Collect account transcripts (determine whether the IRS has made SFR 

assessments)
• Consider whether to hire accountant under Kovel agreement



Incomplete Information and Estimates

• If complete information is not available, can still file based on “best 
efforts” – but must disclose. 
• AICPA Statement on Standards for Tax Services No. 4, Use of 

Estimates:  Unless prohibited by statute or by rule, a member may 
use the taxpayer’s estimates in the preparation of a tax return if it is 
not practical to obtain exact data and if the member determines that 
the estimates are reasonable based on the facts and circumstances 
known to the member. The taxpayer’s estimates should be presented 
in a manner that does not imply greater accuracy than exists.



Civil Penalties and Defenses



Potential Civil Penalties – IRC 6651(a)(1) & (2)

• In general, unless a taxpayer establishes reasonable cause for failure to file 
and failure to pay, the IRS will assess penalties.

• The penalties for failure to file are 5% of the tax shown on the return per 
month or part thereof, up to 25% (reduced by the amount of any part of 
the tax that is paid on or before the due date and by the amount of any 
credit against the tax claimed on the return). 

• For failure to pay, the penalties are 0.5% per month or part thereof, up to 
25%of the tax shown on the return. 

• If the taxpayer fails to timely file and fails to timely pay, the total maximum 
amount of penalties is 47.5% of the tax. This is because the amount of the 
late-filing penalty is reduced by the amount of the late-payment penalty 
for any month in which both penalties are imposed.



Potential Civil Penalties – IRC 6651(f) 

• If the failure to file was fraudulent, the penalty is increased to 15% of 
the amount required to be shown as tax on that return per month or 
part thereof, up to 75%.
• The IRS has the burden of proving fraud by clear and convincing 

evidence.  
• To carry this burden, the IRS must prove an underpayment of tax and 

that some part of the underpayment is because of fraud, which is 
defined as “an intentional wrongdoing designed to evade tax believed 
to be owing.”



Potential Civil Penalties – IRC 6654

• Estimated tax penalties:
Penalty for failure to pay estimated taxes if the taxpayer owes more 
than $1,000 after subtracting their payments and credits.
The current rate is 5%. 



First-Time Abatement (“FTA”)

• The IRS has a policy of abating failure-to-file and failure-to-pay penalties 
under sections 6651(a)(1) and (2) in the first instance of noncompliance. 

• FTA relief will be granted if the taxpayer had no prior penalties (excepting 
estimated tax penalties) for the preceding three years; and the taxpayer 
has filed (or has a valid extension to file) all returns and paid or arranged to 
pay any tax due. 

• Taxpayers who are delinquent for several years may be able to get FTA 
relief for the first year that they did not file. 

• No FTA relief for estimated tax penalties and other penalties.
IRM 20.1.1.3.6.1.



Reasonable Cause Defense – Failure to File

• Exercised ordinary business care and prudence and was nevertheless 
unable to file the return within the prescribed time.”
• Treas. Reg. 301.6651-1(c)(1)



Reasonable Cause Defense – Failure to Pay

The must show that he “exercised ordinary business care and prudence 
in providing for payment of his tax liability and was nevertheless either 
unable to pay the tax or would suffer an undue hardship . . . if he paid 
on the due date.”
Treas. Reg. 301.6651-1(c)(1).



Ordinary Business Care and Prudence

“Making provisions for business obligations to be met when reasonably 
foreseeable events occur. A taxpayer may establish reasonable cause by 
providing facts and circumstances showing that he exercised ordinary 
business care and prudence (taking that degree of care that a 
reasonably prudent person would exercise), but nevertheless were 
unable to comply with the law.”
IRM section 20.1.1.3.2.2.



General Reasonable Cause Factors

• The taxpayer’s explanation
• Compliance history
• The length of time between the noncompliance and 

subsequent compliance
• Any circumstances beyond the taxpayer’s control.  

IRM 20.1.1.3.2.2
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Inability to Obtain Records
• Explanations relating to the inability to obtain the necessary records may constitute reasonable cause in 

some instances, but may not in others.
• If the taxpayer was unable to obtain records necessary to comply with a tax obligation, the taxpayer may or 

may not be able to establish reasonable cause. Reasonable cause may be established if the taxpayer 
exercised ordinary business care and prudence, but due to circumstances beyond the taxpayer’s control, he 
or she was unable to comply.

• Information to consider when evaluating such a request includes, but is not limited to, an explanation as to 
the following:
• Why the records were needed to comply.
• Why the records were unavailable and what steps were taken to secure the records.
• When and how the taxpayer became aware that he or she did not have the necessary records.
• If other means were explored to secure needed information.
• Why the taxpayer did not estimate the information.
• If the taxpayer contacted the IRS for instructions on what to do about missing information.
• If the taxpayer promptly complied once the missing information was received.
• Supporting documentation such as copies of letters written and responses received in an effort to get the needed 

information.
IRM 20.1.1.3.2.2.3.  
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Ignorance of the Law

Reasonable cause may be established if the taxpayer shows ignorance of the law in 
conjunction with other facts and circumstances. For example, consider the following:

• The taxpayer’s education.
• If the taxpayer has previously been subject to the tax.
• If the taxpayer has been penalized before.
• If there were recent changes in the tax forms or law which a taxpayer could not reasonably be 

expected to know.
• The level of complexity of a tax or compliance issue.

The taxpayer may have reasonable cause for noncompliance due to ignorance of the law if 
the following are true:

• A reasonable and good faith effort was made to comply with the law, or
• The taxpayer was unaware of a requirement and could not reasonably be expected to know of the 

requirement.

IRM 20.1.1.3.2.2.6 
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Reliance on Professionals

• United States v. Boyle, 469 US 241 (1985)

• Executor of estate hired a lawyer to handle the estate, including filing the 
Form 706

• Executor had no experience with estate taxes

• Executor called the lawyer several times to determine if return was filed

• Despite assuring the executor that it would be taken care of, the lawyer failed 
to file on time
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Reliance on Professionals

• Boyle does not involve reliance on erroneous advice of counsel regarding a 
question of law.

• In dicta, Court states:  “When an accountant or an attorney advises a 
taxpayer on a matter of law, such as whether a liability exists, it is 
reasonable for the taxpayer to rely on that advice.”

• “By contrast, one does not have to be a tax expert to know that returns 
have fixed filing deadlines and that taxes must be paid when they are due.  
In short, tax returns imply deadlines.  Reliance by a lay person on a lawyer 
is of course common but that reliance cannot function as a substitute for 
compliance with an unambiguous statute…such reliance is not reasonable 
cause for a late filing penalty under 6651(a)(1).”
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Death, Serious Illness, or Unavoidable 
Absence
• “Death, serious illness, or unavoidable absence of the taxpayer, or a 

death or serious illness in the taxpayer’s immediate family” provide 
reasonable cause for the failure to timely file a tax return. IRM section 
20.1.1.3.2.2.1
• The IRS will look to whether the taxpayer was so incapacitated as to 

be unable to attend to other business affairs. If the taxpayer was able 
to continue her business affairs despite an incapacity, it is more 
difficult to establish this as reasonable cause for failure-to-file returns



Heightened Reasonable Cause Standard -
Estimated Tax Penalties 
(A) In general.--No addition to tax shall be imposed under subsection (a) with 
respect to any underpayment to the extent the Secretary determines that by 
reason of casualty, disaster, or other unusual circumstances the imposition of such 
addition to tax would be against equity and good conscience.
(B) Newly retired or disabled individuals.--No addition to tax shall be imposed 
under subsection (a) with respect to any underpayment if the Secretary determines 
that-- the taxpayer-- retired after having attained age 62, or became disabled, in 
the taxable year for which estimated payments were required to be made or in the 
taxable year preceding such taxable year, and such underpayment was due to 
reasonable cause and not to willful neglect.

IRC § 6654(e)(3).
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Potential Criminal Liability



Potential for Criminal Liability?

Spies v. United States
• To prosecute an individual for tax evasion under section 7201, the 

government must prove that the taxpayer engaged in some affirmative act to 
evade or defeat tax or the payment of tax.
• “By way of illustration, and not by way of limitation, we would think 

affirmative willful attempt may be inferred from conduct such as keeping a 
double set of books, making false entries or alterations, or false invoices or 
documents, destruction of books or records, concealment of assets or 
covering up sources of income, handling of ones affairs to avoid making 
records usual in transactions of the kind, and any conduct , the likely effect 
of which would be to mislead or to conceal.”



IRS’s Non-Solicitation Policy

“When information is developed during an examination that indicates 
the taxpayer’s failure to file a required return or returns is willful, or if 
there is any other indication of fraud, discuss the case with the group 
manager. If the group manager concurs that the possibility of fraud 
exists, the Fraud Technical Advisor (FTA) will be contacted. In such 
cases, do not solicit delinquent returns, payment of tax, or any 
agreement from the taxpayer.”
I.R.M. 4.23.12.1(5)



Possible Charges Against Non-Filers

• Felony under IRC 7201 if their failure to file constituted willful tax 
evasion. 
• Misdemeanor offense under IRC 7203 for willful failure to: file a 

return, supply information, or pay tax.
• [Add number of prosecutions of non-filers from last CI report]



Voluntary Disclosure 

• To avoid a criminal prosecution, or even a risk of an investigation, and to 
resolve issues with the IRS, some taxpayers voluntarily disclose their past non-
compliance to the IRS.  
• Requirements:
• Timely
• Complete, accurate, and truthful
• Legal source income
• Pay or make good faith arrangements to pay 
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Voluntary Disclosure 

• The voluntary disclosure practice centralized with Criminal Investigation in 
Philadelphia (CI-HQ-IO)

• Criminal Investigation now requires preclearance for all voluntary 
disclosures

• Taxpayers must use Form 14457 – updated on February 15, 2022.

https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/irs-announces-an-update-to-the-form-14457-
voluntary-disclosure-practice-preclearance-request-and-application



Steps in Voluntary Disclosure for Non-Filer

• Request Pre-Clearance on Part I of Form 14457
• After Pre-Clearance granted, submit Part II of Form 14457
• After Preliminary Acceptance, submit 6 years of delinquent returns 

and payment to Rev. Agent, and provide any additional information 
requested.
• Sign closing agreement.
• Penalty is single 75% fraud penalty on highest year in look back 

period.



Fifth Amendment and Tax Returns 

5th Amendment:  No person . . . shall be compelled in any criminal case to be 
a witness against himself . . .”
• Must be: 
• Testimonial;
• Incriminating; and 
• Compelled.

United States v. Sullivan, 274 U.S. 259 (1927):
• Defendant refused to file his tax return on the grounds that it could incriminate him.
• Supreme Court held that the Fifth Amendment does not excuse a complete failure to file a tax return.

• But Court noted that, if the return called for specific information that the defendant 
was privileged from providing, the defendant could have raised the Fifth 
Amendment on the return.
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Questions

Megan: mbrackney@kflaw.com
Laura: Laura.Gavioli@alston.com
Eric: egreen@gs-lawfirm.com


